3S8	LIFE OF LORD OXFORD AND ASQUITH
1912-1013 to which it was tending. Having been a member of this Corn-
Age 69-00 mjftee i was present at the gathering of Ministers in Lord Haldane's
house just after the prorogation of Parliament in August 1913,
when the proposals in their final form were laid before Asquith.
He was a friendly but acute critic whose questions were searching
and formidable, but his general approval was never in doubt and he
accepted with little demur the labourer's minimum wage about
which he had been wrongly supposed to hold a rather stubborn
opinion. I remember on this occasion, as on many others of the same
ldnd> being struck by Asquith's quick transitions between patience
and impatience. He was extremely impatient of explanations
which were prolonged after he had grasped the point, and amazingly
patient in unravelling even small ambiguities and obscurities. It
was the general opinion at this gathering that the Land Campaign
would occupy a large part of the year 1914, and hold the chief
place in the programme which the Government would lay before the
country at the next election. Dis aliter vfoum*
ra
The closing days of the 1912-1013 sessions brought a Parliamentary
disaster which affected Asquith not a little. In the previous June
the Government had introduced a Franchise and Registration
Bill which abolished plural voting and university representation,
and by reducing the qualifying period and simplifying the con-
ditions would have increased the number of voters from 7$ to 10
millions* It was a measure on which the Liberal Party had set its
heart; much time had been spent on it during the autumn and
winter and there was no doubt of its passing th© House of Commons
by a large majority. But when the Bill was introduced Asquith
had given a pledge that the advocates of Woman Suffrage should
have an opportunity of moving an amendment enfranchising
women, and that the decision on this point should be left to a free
vote of the House, On 23rd January, when the Government
proposed to set up a time-table for the remaining stages of the Bill,
Mr. Bonar Law asked the Speaker, Mr, Lowther, whether certam
amendments which the Government themselves had introduced,
and especially am amendment abolishing the occupation franchise,
had wb made " such & material difference " to the Bill that to
^t^smSm^ with the practice of the House a new Bill ought to be
Saferoduced and read a second time. The Speaker in answering this
said that ha would defer Ms ruling until the amendments

